
Fact Sheet

Keeping an accurate track of employee’s time has always been 
a challenge for businesses. Traditionally, employers have used 
manual punch cards as a way of keeping track of attendance. 
The MYOB EXO Employer Services Timeclock includes 
various methods for employee clocking including biometric 
(fingerprint) scan, proximity card, magnetic swipe card, and 
basic keypad entry. 

Improving the time capture process

Implementing MYOB EXO Timeclock will immediately improve 
your time capturing processes, which in turn enhances your  
payroll process. Combine EXO Timeclock with the EXO Time 
and Attendance module, to produce a high-class time capture 
solution that provides seamless integration for immediate  
data processing.

How does it work?

MYOB EXO Timeclocks mounts on a wall and allows employees 
to clock in and out using several methods of identification.  
The in and out entries for each employee are captured and 
saved as time stamps then can be updated (and are available 
for review).

Robust and flexible design 

Designed and manufactured in Australia, the EXO Timeclock 
provides several methods of employee identification as well as 
large and easy to read displays. Through the use of two relay 
outputs on each timeclock, businesses can implement either  
a meal break alarm or control “door” access to secure areas, via 
a single device. Using Industry standard communications,  
EXO Timeclock comes standard with a 12-month return to  
base warranty.

MYOB EXO Employer Services Timeclocks
An easier, more accurate solution to capture staff times.

Key features and benefits

>  Various identification methods to suit the workplace 
environment and budget: biometric (fingerprint) scan, 
proximity employee card,  magnetic employee card or 
keypad entry

>  Keypads and barcode readers can be connected to  
provide additional data entry such as cost centre and job 
costing allocation

>  Job costing and tracking through keypad or barcode 
scanner entry

> Competitively priced and fast return on investment

> Optional accessories: multi-card formats  
 (magstripe, proximity, barcode)

> 5 hour optional operational backup (UPS)

>  Eliminates ‘time theft’ by enforcing user identity and  
time entry

> Reduces error rate for incorrect time capture

> Major time saving on manual time capture methods

> No duplication of time entry

>  Creates a robust class time capture solution with  
seamless integration for immediate data processing,  
when combined EXO Timeclock and EXO Time and  
Attendance modules.
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For more information

If you want to discover how an integrated

business management system can improve

your business visit myob.com.au/enterprise

myob.co.nz/enterprise

Extensive, established partner network

The EXO Suite of products are implemented and supported  
by our expert MYOB Partner Network across Australia and  
New Zealand. We provide educated advice regarding the entire 
range of MYOB EXO Business and Employer Services Solutions 
and work with you to design a solution that meets the unique 
needs of your business.

An integrated business solution from MYOB

A range of additional modules are available and can be 
adopted and tailored to your business. With the assistance 
of an MYOB EXO Partner, we can build a comprehensive 
business management system tailored specifically for your 
business requirements.
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